
Little Miss Creativity      Mr. Underachievement 
 

shape: hexagon       shape: ellipse 

  “sees many angles”       elliptikos “something missing 

character trait: creativity        from the circle” 

color:  purple = eccentric, creative,    character trait: lack of creativity 

  uplifting, spiritual      color:  grey = unsettling, loss 

idiom:  Has a flare for creating     idiom:  not using much of his grey 

  purple cows         matter 

 

Little Miss Truthfulness     Mr. Deception 
 

shape: Curvilinear Triangle     shape: circle 

  “Always showing her softer side”     “kirkos” ring 

character trait: honesty, integrity     character trait: lack of honesty, integrity 

color:  aquamarine = color of lasting    color:  white 

  relationships      idiom:  1. What goes around; comes around 

  relationships are based on truth,     2. Habit of telling little white lies 

  trust and sympathy      

idiom:  Always baring her heart 

 

Little Miss Contentment     Mr. Envy 
 

shape: quatrefoil       shape: square 

  “four leaves”        “all sides equally jealous” 

character trait: contentment; satisfaction    character trait:  lack of contentment; jealousy 

color:  true blue = contentment     color:  green 

motto: Live as if you were on a pig’s    idiom:  1. grass is always greener on the 

  back.          2. green-eyed monster (jealousy) 

 



Little Miss Attentive     Mr. Distraction 
 

shape: oval       shape: right-angled trapezoid 

  ovum “egg”        “all sides are uneven and 

character trait: attentiveness       unbalanced” 

color:  pink = calming     character trait: distracted 

idiom:  1. sees the world through rose-  color:  red = grabs attention 

  colored glasses     idiom:  Red herring – his lack of 

  2. is tickled pink by what others    attentions distracts him from 

  have to say        the truth 

 

Little Miss Hypocrisy     Mr. Sincerity 
 

shape: rectangle      shape: trapezoid 

  opposite sides are the “same”     Trapezia – “table” 

character trait: - the person who    character trait: sincere 

  criticizes/accuses someone else  color:  brown = stability 

  is as guilty as the person he or  idiom:  He lays it all out on the table 

  she criticizes/accuses 

color:  black      

idiom:  That’s the pot calling the kettle black 
 

Little Miss Tardy      Mr. Punctuality 
 

shape: Triangle – “Everyone knows a    shape: circle – like a clock face or wheel 

  triangle doesn’t roll quickly”   character trait:  always on time    

character trait: never on time     color:   red - energetic 

color:  orange = very social    idiom:  1. Time and tide wait for no man 

idiom:  1. racing against the clock     2. He’s there before you can say “Jack 

  2. a day late and a dollar short       Robinson – a short amount of time 


